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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Glycolipids are important components in the outer leaflet of biological membranes. They get increasingly in the focus of membrane research as new processes for synthesizing glycolipids emerge ([@bib1]) and new applications in immunotherapy are discovered ([@bib2]). Similarly to phospholipids, glycolipids consist of fatty acids, which are bound to a glycerin backbone but carry a sugar or a sugar chain as a headgroup. The glycosphingolipids are present as a minor component in mammalian cells and are localized almost exclusively at the external leaflet of the plasma membrane ([@bib3]). They are abundant in the central nervous system ([@bib3]) and play a significant role in the modulation of cell functionality, recognition, and adhesion ([@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6]). Although they are a minor component, they constitute 5--10% of the total lipid mass in nerve cells ([@bib7]) (corresponding to 10--20 mol % of the outer leaflet of the cell membrane).

Gangliosides are glycolipids with sphingosine as the base and at least one negatively charged sialic acid group. The glycolipid GM1, the prototype of gangliosides, consists of four sugar groups and one sialic acid residue in the headgroup and a hydrophobic ceramide moiety. It is probably one of the most commonly studied gangliosides. An extensive review of the physicochemical and structural behaviors of GM1 can be found in Ref. ([@bib8]). It acts as a natural plasma membrane receptor for cholera toxin. GM1 plays a crucial role in connection with receptor proteins for cell-cell communication and can be found at high concentrations in the central nervous system of mammals. It strongly influences neural plasticity ([@bib4]), was recently recognized as a factor in slowing down the progression of Parkinson disease ([@bib9]), and is involved in a large number of essential functions in the plasma membrane and intracellular loci (for a recent review, see Ref. ([@bib10])). Probably the most widely accepted understanding about the role of GM1 is that the most important functions of this ganglioside are ensured predominantly via binding to proteins. However, the manyfold functionality of this ganglioside is now being recognized ([@bib10]). The complexity of ganglioside involvement can be understood not only from studies of their interactions with proteins and structural metamorphism but also from physicochemical data regarding their contributions to demixing and cooperativity ([@bib11]). As we will see in this work, GM1 molecules tend to segregate and in this way locally modulate the morphology and mechanics of the membrane, while their presence in the fluid membrane, even at small fractions, dramatically changes its bending rigidity.

Because GM1 is an important component of biological membranes, and in particular the nervous system, it is valuable to understand its effect on the physical characteristics of membranes. In particular, its elastic and thermodynamic properties play a significant role, since GM1 is known to be involved in neuronal development and differentiation ([@bib10], [@bib12]) and neurite sprouting ([@bib13]). To assess the effect of GM1 on the physicochemical properties of membranes, we used giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) as a model system ([@bib14], [@bib15]). The phospholipid palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) was chosen as the forming lipid.

To characterize the influence of GM1 on the bending rigidity of the membrane, we applied the well-established methods of fluctuation spectroscopy ([@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18]) and micropipette aspiration ([@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20]). In addition, the method of vesicle electrodeformation ([@bib17], [@bib21], [@bib22]) was used and a simplified approach for analyzing the data was proposed and applied. The membrane phase state of vesicles with varied GM1 content was characterized by fluorescence microscopy to build a partial phase diagram of the POPC/GM1 binary mixture.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Vesicle preparation {#sec2.1}
-------------------

GUVs were prepared using the electroformation method ([@bib23]) with slight modifications as described below. POPC and GM1 ganglioside were dissolved in a dichloromethane/methanol (2:1) solution at a concentration of ∼3 mM. Both lipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). For fluorescence imaging, Texas Red dihexadecanoyl-glycero-phosphoethanolamine (TR-DHPE) and/or Bodipy FL C5-ganglioside GM1 (Bodipy-GM1) (both from Invitrogen/Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA) were added at a total lipid concentration of 0.1 mol %. Cholera toxin B (CTB) labeled with Alexa 488 (CTB-Alexa) was purchased from Invitrogen.

The lipid solution (∼20 *μ*L) was placed on two indium-tin-oxide-coated glass plates and dried under vacuum at 40°C for 2 h to remove the organic solvents. Both coated glass plates, with a 2-mm-thick Teflon frame, were assembled together to form a chamber held by clamps. After an electric AC field (0.2 V, 10 Hz, sinusoidal wave) was applied, ∼2.2 mL of 1 mM HEPES buffer (pH = 7.4, 0.5 Na HEPES; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was added. The voltage was linearly increased to 1.0 V in the first 40 min. The applied voltage was then kept constant for 30 min. To separate the GUVs from the indium-tin-oxide-coated surface, in the last 30 min, the voltage and frequency were linearly lowered to 0.5 V and 1 Hz. This adaptation of the electroformation protocol was found to be suitable for growing large GUVs from GM1-doped POPC bilayers. Afterward, the vesicles were transferred with a Pasteur pipette into the corresponding observation chambers for further investigation.

Both lipid drying and electroswelling were conducted at a temperature of 40°C, where the lipid bilayer is in the fluid state (as found in this study). Using this protocol, GUVs with a total GM1 fraction of up to 10% could be prepared. Higher fractions yielded no suitable GUVs (the yield was small, and the vesicles were not large and defect free). To prevent presumable interactions between sugars and GM1-doped membranes (for example, mediated by hydrogen bonding between sugars and lipids ([@bib24]) and between sugars and alike GM1 headgroups), all measurements on GUVs were done without the conventional addition of sugars to create sucrose/glucose asymmetry for density gradient or optical contrast. Note that sugar-membrane interactions are known to affect the membrane bending rigidity ([@bib25], [@bib26]).

Large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) were prepared by extrusion. First, lipids from the same stock solution used for the electroformation protocol were dried on the bottom of a glass vial for 2--3 h under vacuum at 40°C. After the buffer solution was added and the vial was shaken for 30 min, the obtained vesicle suspension was extruded through polycarbonate membranes with pore diameters of 400 nm, 200 nm, and finally 100 nm, 20 times each, at 40--45°C. The average diameter of the LUVs at a lipid concentration of 2 mM in the final suspension was (115 ± 7) nm. The size distribution of the vesicles was measured using dynamic light scattering (Zetasizer Nano ZS; Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK).

Fluctuation analysis {#sec2.2}
--------------------

Fluctuation analysis was performed according to the protocol described in Ref. ([@bib17]). The GUVs were placed in a chamber made of two coverslips and a 2-mm-thick ring made of Teflon, and observed under phase contrast. The temperature of the sample was regulated by a heating bath. Several thousand snapshots were acquired with a high-speed digital camera (HG-100 K; Redlake, San Diego, CA) or a high-resolution camera (pco.edge; PCO AG, Kelheim, Germany) at a frequency of 125--250 frames per second (no dependence on the acquisition frequency was observed) and the image exposure time was set between 100 and 200 *μ*s. Since the intra- and extravesicular solutions were identical, the influence of gravity on the fluctuation spectra could be excluded ([@bib27]). Here, more than 15 vesicles per membrane composition were examined.

Micropipette aspiration {#sec2.3}
-----------------------

The GUVs were placed in a chamber with a horse-shoe-shaped spacer made of Teflon. Micropipettes with inner tip diameters between 7 and 15 *μ*m were prepared using a pipette puller (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA) and their tips were shaped with a microforge (Narishige, Tokyo, Japan). The pipettes were connected to a water reservoir located on a height-adjustable precision linear stage (M531.21; Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe, Germany), providing control of the pressure *P* at the pipette tip (see Ref. ([@bib18]) for more details on the setup). Quantitative optical detection of the vesicle radii *R*~*ves*~, the pipette radii *R*~*pip*~, and the length of the aspirated part of the vesicle was done using a confocal laser scanning microscope (TCS SP5; Leica, Mannheim, Germany). The membrane tension was determined as $\Sigma = PR_{pip}/\left\lbrack 2\left( {1 - R_{pip}/R_{ves}} \right) \right\rbrack$ ([@bib28]). Changes in the projected membrane surface area *α* were evaluated considering a quasi-constant volume ([@bib20]). The projected surface *A*~*mem*~ of a GUV increases with tension Σ, and, for low tensions, the additional area stored in the membrane fluctuations has a dominant contribution ([@bib19], [@bib29]), yielding for the relative area change:$$\begin{matrix}
{\alpha \equiv \frac{\Delta A_{mem}}{A_{mem}^{0}} \simeq \frac{k_{B}T}{8\pi\kappa}\text{ln}\left( \frac{\Sigma}{\Sigma_{0}^{\ast}\ } \right)} \\
\end{matrix},$$where $A_{mem}^{0}$ is the initial surface area of the vesicle, *k*~*B*~ is the Boltzmann constant, *T* is the temperature, and $\Sigma_{0}^{\ast}$ is the effective membrane tension.

Adhesion of the vesicle membrane onto the pipette was partially suppressed by coating the pipettes with bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich). Rupturing a GUV with the bare pipette before performing a measurement appeared to be a more efficient way to coat the pipette. Typically, the vesicles possessed significant excess area, which consistently led to budding of the aspirated vesicles into the pipette at higher tensions. This behavior hindered measurements in the stretching-dominated regime. Thus, the data were collected at low tensions, where the apparent membrane area increases as a result of smoothing the membrane undulations (Eq. 1). Osmotic stabilization by using sugar solutions of osmolarities on the order of 100 mOsm is typically done to ensure that no vesicles leak during the application of suction pressure in aspiration measurements. Because of the lack of strong osmotic stabilization in our experiments, we were concerned about a loss of vesicle volume during aspiration. We were able to overcome this problem by performing the measurements relatively quickly. The waiting time between the applied pressure steps (corresponding to an ∼0.01 mN/m change in vesicle tension for the entropic regime) was set to 3--5 s. This time appeared to be sufficient to achieve equilibration, judging from the negligible hysteresis observed when we performed the measurements while increasing or decreasing the pressure.

Simplified analysis for vesicle electrodeformation {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------------------

Vesicle electrodeformation as means of deducing the bending rigidity of membranes was introduced by Kummrow and Helfrich ([@bib21]) and Niggemann et al. ([@bib22]), and later was further developed by our group ([@bib17]). Briefly, a selected vesicle is subjected to an AC electric field with a frequency of 2 kHz and increasing strength. The induced deformation of the vesicle shape is recorded. The field increases the tension of the membrane. The tension can be assessed in the following way: the force density *f* arising from the accumulation of electric charge at both interfaces of the membrane acts as a local pressure on the membrane in addition to the pressure difference *Δp* between the interior and exterior of the vesicles, as described by the Young-Laplace equation. At the poles (pol) and the equator (equ), the force balance between pressure and tension has the form $\begin{matrix}
{2M_{pol}\Sigma = \Delta p + f_{pol}} \\
\end{matrix}$ and $\begin{matrix}
{2M_{equ}\Sigma = \Delta p + f_{equ}} \\
\end{matrix}$, where *M*~*pol*~ and *M*~*equ*~ are the mean curvatures of the membrane at the poles and equator, respectively, and *f*~*pol*~ and *f*~*equ*~ are the respective force densities. By eliminating the osmotic pressure from these two equations, one can determine the membrane tension Σ of the vesicle.

A full theoretical description of the force densities acting on the vesicle membrane was derived in Ref. ([@bib30]). Basically, they depend quadratically on the applied electric field strength, *E*~0~. All other parameters that influence the force densities (such as permittivities, inner and outer vesicle radius and membrane thickness, conductivities, and field frequency) are constant during the experiment. The membrane bending rigidity is deduced by applying very mild tensions to the membrane at which Eq. 1 holds. Because of this logarithmic dependence, all system parameters contribute only as a constant term to the change in area (see the [Supporting Material](#app2){ref-type="sec"}):$$\begin{matrix}
{\alpha = \frac{k_{B}T}{8\pi\kappa}\text{ln}\left( \frac{E_{0}^{2}}{M_{equ} - \ M_{pol}} \right) + const} \\
\end{matrix}.$$Thus, simply plotting the logarithmic term in Eq. 2 as a function of the relative area change allows one to deduce the bending rigidity from the slope of the data. In this way, the cost of extensive calculations of the membrane tension (see Ref. ([@bib30]) and [Supporting Material](#app2){ref-type="sec"}) is eliminated, and only the applied electrical voltage and the two semiaxes of the deformed vesicles must be measured experimentally. Note that this type of analysis can be applied also to vesicles in solutions containing salt, but not at high salt concentrations where ions may adsorb and contribute excess charge on the membrane surface ([@bib31]). Similarly, it is also not applicable to membranes containing charged lipids.

For the conditions explored in this work (field frequency and symmetric conductivity across the membrane), GUVs exposed to an AC field deform into prolates (see, e.g., Refs. ([@bib32], [@bib33])). To obtain the mean curvatures *M*~*pol*~ and *M*~*equ*~ of the deformed GUV at the poles and equator, we detected the contours of the vesicles using an in-house-written program ([@bib17]) and fitted them to an ellipse to obtain both semiaxes and thus the curvatures as well as the vesicle area. Plotting the area change as a function of the applied electric field strength rescaled by the mean curvatures (in arbitrary units) yields the bending rigidity of the membrane according to Eq. 2 (see [Fig. S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for an example measurement).

The vesicle radius determines the choice of applied voltage needed to achieve the desired range of weak membrane tensions. Typically, vesicles with radii between 10 and 20 *μ*m were studied and the applied field amplitudes were up to 15 kV/m.

For experimental realization of the electrodeformation measurements, we used a modified electrofusion chamber (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). The chamber contained two parallel platinum wires spaced at 500 *μ*m. It was sealed by a coverslip and tempered by a thermal bath. The electrical field was linearly increased (at a rate of ∼40 mV/s) for 100 s and controlled by in-house-written software. No hysteresis in the membrane area change was detected upon an increase or decrease in the field strength, suggesting that the observed vesicle shapes were equilibrated. Due to the inhomogeneity of the electric field near the electrodes ([@bib34]), the measurements were done in the center of the chamber. By applying an electrical field before the measurement, we were able to select the vesicles with the strongest deformation and thus the lowest native membrane tension, Σ~0~. At the same time, this step was used to smooth out existing membrane defects resulting from the preparation ([@bib35], [@bib36]).

Differential scanning calorimetry {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------

For differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), extruded LUVs at a total lipid concentration of 2 mM in 1 mM HEPES buffer were used. The measurements were performed with a VP-DSC scanning calorimeter (MicroCal, Northampton, MA). At least 15 temperature cycles in the range of 10--70°C were recorded. The cooling/heating rate was set to 20 K/h. Scans with multilamellar vesicles (not extruded but only vortexed) at a lipid concentration of 4.3 mM were also performed at a faster cooling/heating rate of 60 K/h.

Electrophoresis {#sec2.6}
---------------

For electrophoretic measurements, a vesicle suspension with lipid concentration of 0.4 mM was placed in a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments). To estimate the $\zeta$ potential from the electric mobility *μ*~*e*~ of the LUVs, we used the Smoluchowski approximation $\zeta = \left( {3\eta/2\varepsilon\varepsilon_{0}f_{H}} \right)\mu_{e}$, where *η* denotes the solution viscosity, *ε* is the relative permittivity of the solution, *ε*~0~ is the dielectric permittivity of the vacuum, and *f*~*H*~ = 1.30 is the Henry function for our system. For each membrane composition, measurements at 40°C with 100 subruns were conducted and averaged. From the *ζ* potential, the surface potential $\psi^{S} \approx \zeta e^{- \gamma_{D}z^{\ast}}$ could be estimated, where the Debye screening length for our system is $\gamma_{D}^{- 1}$ = 7.5 nm and the shear plane distance $z^{\ast}$ = 0.2 nm ([@bib37], [@bib38]). Then, the vesicle effective surface charge *Q*~*eff*~ was assessed ([@bib39]) as $Q_{eff} = \sqrt{8\pi\varepsilon_{0}C_{ion}RT}\text{sinh}\left( {eN_{A}\psi^{S}/2RT} \right)$, where *C*~*ion*~ is the ionic strength, *R* is the gas constant, *e* is the elementary charge, and *N*~*A*~ is the Avogadro number.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Surface charge of GM1-doped membranes {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------------

We first assessed the surface charge of GM1-doped POPC vesicles to confirm the incorporation of the ganglioside in the membrane. [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the dependence of the membrane surface charge as a function of GM1 content in the POPC bilayer at a temperature of 40^∘^ C, where the membrane is completely in the fluid phase (see below). Here, the electrophoretic mobilities of LUVs with diameters 115 ± 7 nm are displayed. A nearly linear increase in electrophoretic mobility with increasing concentrations of GM1 is observed, indicating successful incorporation of the glycolipid into the POPC bilayer. At the highest GM1 fraction explored, the vesicles exhibit almost 1.5 times the electrophoretic mobility of the bare POPC vesicles, even though the five sugar groups of GM1 (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) are expected to decrease vesicle mobility via hydrodynamic drag ([@bib40]).

From data obtained for the *ζ* potential and the effective vesicle surface charge (see above), we could roughly assess the effective elementary charge per molecules in the membrane. Taking 68 Å^2^ for the molecular area of POPC ([@bib41]), we determined the charge per POPC molecule from the *ζ* potential of GM1-free vesicles as ∼0.01*e*, where *e* is the elementary charge. We then assumed that the POPC charge is constant for all lipid mixtures explored, and that the area per GM1 molecule is constant and between 70 Å^2^ and 85 Å^2^ ([@bib8]). We thus obtained (0.076 ± 0.003)*e* for the charge per GM1 molecule. The charge was found to be constant regardless of the membrane composition, corroborating the above assumptions. The small value for the charge of GM1 is indicative of shielding or steric obstruction of the sialic acid residue by the bulky rest of the GM1 headgroup (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Although previous studies suggested that GM1 is thermodynamically more stable when incorporated into the membrane ([@bib3]), we cannot exclude the possibility that a fraction of the GM1 molecules desorb in the bulk as either single molecules or micelles (literature values for the critical micellar concentration are quite scattered and in the range between 10^−10^ M and 10^−6^ M ([@bib42])). Indeed, as we discuss in an upcoming study (R. Dasgupta, N. Fricke, R. Lipowsky, and R. Dimova, unpublished data), diluting the vesicles after preparation results in desorption of GM1 from the outer leaflet, which changes the membrane spontaneous curvature. Here, no such dilution step was done.

Phase diagram of GM1-doped POPC membranes and gel-like microdomains {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Having characterized the membrane charge, we proceeded to study the thermodynamic properties and phase behavior of the GM1-doped membranes. The main phase transition temperature, *T*~m~, of pure POPC is −4^∘^ C; however, that of pure GM1 is not well defined since it strongly depends on the structural arrangement of the ganglioside and the preference to form micelles in aqueous solutions. The *T*~m~ values for GM1 are scattered between 19°C and 43°C ([@bib43]). We investigated the phase behavior of POPC membranes doped with GM1 using DSC. For fractions below 5 mol %, there were no changes in the heat capacity, whereas for higher GM1 fractions, the position of the maxima appeared to vary strongly and depend on the baseline subtraction procedure. Thus, the data were considered unreliable to deduce the phase transition temperature. Presumably, the very low explored lipid concentration (up to 4.3 mM, corresponding to at most a 0.43 mM GM1 concentration) resulted in these inconclusive DSC traces. This outcome could be also a signature of a more complex transition than that observed between gel and fluid phases.

Even though no signature of phase separation was detected by DSC on LUVs, the formation of microscopic domains at room temperature could be observed on giant vesicles with GM1 fractions larger than 4 mol %. The temperatures at which the microdomains appeared upon cooling for other mixtures are presented in a partial phase diagram in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *A*. This study is probably the first to report the presence of such micron-sized domains in POPC membranes doped with GM1. Work using atomic force microscopy on supported POPC bilayers with varied fractions of GM1 did not report such phase separation on the micrometer scale, but did detect the presence of nanodomains with increasing size as a function of GM1 content ([@bib44]). This discrepancy may result from differences in the explored systems, e.g., the supported bilayers (where mobility might be reduced) at high salt concentration examined in Ref. ([@bib44]) versus the GUVs (i.e., freely suspended membranes) in low-saline buffer explored here. Note that phase diagrams of charged multicomponent membranes are sensitive to the presence of salt ([@bib45]). We should also note that a large fraction of the GM1-doped vesicles (between 10% and 50%, with the higher fraction referring to membranes with a higher content of GM1) exhibited internal structures similar to those reported in ([@bib46]) (see [Fig. S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for examples). For the imaging of domains, we selected clean vesicles with no such structures. The domains were visualized using various fluorescent dyes. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, *B* and *C*, show images of GUVs labeled with TR-DHPE. This fluorescent dye partitions almost exclusively in the liquid phase ([@bib47]), suggesting that the dark domains represent a more ordered phase. These domains had a dendritic shape and could diffuse freely along the vesicle surface, indicating that the bright phase is fluid, but retained their shape and stiff boundaries, suggesting that they are gel like. The higher transition temperature of GM1 compared with POPC suggests that the bright fluid phase is POPC rich, whereas the gel-like dark domains are GM1 rich. Indeed, GM1 was previously reported to exert a condensing effect in single-component lipid monolayers ([@bib48]), to form submicroscopic domains in supported membranes ([@bib49]), and to partition into the gel phase of two-component supported bilayers ([@bib50]) and multilamellar liposomes ([@bib51]). It was also shown that GM1 prefers more ordered phases in multicomponent systems ([@bib47]). A similar behavior is to be expected in the system examined here, i.e., a POPC-rich fluid phase and a GM1-rich gel-like phase.

The hydrophobic moieties of ceramides are similar to that of GM1 (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, when considering the phase behavior of GM1/POPC membranes as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *A*, one can use ceramide/POPC systems as a frame of reference. Ceramides increase the molecular order in phospholipid membranes and have been shown to induce phase separation ([@bib52]). The phase diagram of palmitoylceramide/POPC bilayers was characterized in detail in a previous study ([@bib53]), which reported the formation of ceramide-rich gel-like domains. Despite the shorter carbon chain of palmitoyl ceramide, the liquidus line is slightly higher than the one we find for GM1/POPC (see [Fig. S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The more compact packing of ceramide can be regarded as a reason for this, since the hydrophilic head is much smaller. The large hydrophilic headgroup of GM1 obviously influences the phase behavior of the GM1/POPC system, but still allows for the formation of gel-like domains.

In an attempt to characterize the nature and composition of the two phases observed here, we employed different fluorescent labels. The dye Bodipy-GM1 (tail labeled; see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) is often used to locate GM1 in biomembranes and model membranes, and to track the function of the GM1 headgroup ([@bib54]). A top view of a GUV marked with both Bodipy-GM1 and TR-DHPE is presented in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, *A--C*. The fluorescence of Bodipy-GM1 colocalizes with that of TR-DHPE, suggesting that Bodipy-GM1 is excluded from the GM1-rich gel-like phase of the membrane. It was previously reported that the relatively bulky Bodipy probe does not enter the ordered phase ([@bib50]). Obviously, Bodipy-GM1 cannot be used as a marker for the preferential partitioning of GM1 between the two phases observed here, presumably because of the difference between the hydrophobic moieties of GM1 and Bodipy-GM1 ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Another obvious GM1 marker that we explored is the protein CTB, which exclusively binds to GM1. CTB, having five receptors for GM1, is extensively used to characterize ganglioside functions. The fluorescently labeled analog of this pentameric, ring-shaped molecule, CTB-Alexa, was dissolved in HEPES buffer and subsequently added to the GUV solution (at ∼2.5 *μ*g/mL). Immediately after the addition, the GUVs exhibited CTB-Alexa fluorescence over the whole vesicle surface (data not shown). Presumably, the adsorption of the protein onto the membrane resulted in lipid redistribution in the bilayer, as was previously observed on supported lipid bilayers ([@bib55]) and in multicomponent GUVs ([@bib56], [@bib57]) (similar behavior was found upon adsorption of the protein cytochrome *c* onto GUVs ([@bib58])). After a few minutes, the dark domains emerged again, but with some weak fluorescence in their center that was visible even after 15 min. An example of such a vesicle with dark domains and weak fluorescence in their center is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, *D--F*. The vesicle contained 8 mol % GM1 and was labeled with TR-DHPE, a marker for the fluid phase. A sharp distinction between both phases of the bilayer is visible, and colocalization of TR-DHPE and CTB-Alexa within the POPC-rich fluid phase can be observed. The weak fluorescence in the gel-like domains from adsorption of CTB-Alexa (see *green arrowheads* in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *F*) decreases with time and after ∼60 min is not detected due to bleaching of the Alexa dye, which is practically immobilized in the gel-like domains. Note that CTB does not appear to self-aggregate on membranes ([@bib59]), and it is unlikely that the observed effect is due to nonspecific CTB aggregation at the vesicle surface.

The unusual fluorescence distribution and changes in domain structure (or domain presence) caused by CTB adsorption immediately after introduction of the protein indicate that CTB strongly influences the phase state of the membrane. This observation is corroborated by recent coarse-grained, dissipative particle dynamics simulations that suggested that when binding to gel-like (or interdigitated) membranes made of dioleoylphosphatidylcholine and GM1, CTB induces the formation of less-ordered nanodomains (where the toxin can even partially penetrate the membrane) ([@bib60]). Consistent with our findings, the binding of the CTB-pentamer to GM1 was shown to alter the lateral mobility, lipid phase state, and chain organization of supported lipid bilayers ([@bib55]). Presumably, the effects observed here result from cross-linking of GM1 molecules via the pentameric binding of CTB to them ([@bib56]), which might lead to restructuring of the phases present in the GUVs. After equilibration, the gel-like domains reappear. This observation is confirmed by a report that CTB binding to supported lipid bilayers nucleates nanometer gel-phase domains with size propagating beyond the immediate binding site ([@bib55]). We cannot exclude the possibility that the gel-like domains seen here in the presence of CTB-Alexa have a different composition compared with those observed in the absence of the protein. However, from the colocalization of TR-DHPE and CTB-Alexa fluorescence, we conclude that, similarly to Bodipy-GM1, CTB-Alexa is also not a marker that correctly visualizes the distribution of GM1 between the two phases.

The phase diagram in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *A* shows that at room temperature, the GM1-poor fluid phase present in the coexistence region contains 4--5 mol % of GM1. We were not able to determine the solidus line at high concentrations of GM1 because low temperatures were not accessible and vesicles with a high content of GM1 could not be prepared. However, a rough estimate of the gel-like phase composition can be made based on the domain area ratio and molecular areas of GM1 and POPC. The area fraction of the gel-like domains for GUVs containing 8 mol % GM1 was found to be between 10% and 15%, yielding 30--50 mol % for the fraction of GM1 in the gel-like domains (here, we assumed that no desorption of GM1 from the membrane had occurred). These values suggest that at such high fractions of GM1 in the gel-like domains, binding of CTB might be sterically hindered, as the distance between neighboring GM1 molecules might not fit the binding sites of CTB. Similar steric effects were observed with supported lipid bilayers ([@bib44]) and with LUV and GUV samples ([@bib61]), and were also related to the tendency of GM1 to cluster into complexes ([@bib44], [@bib62], [@bib63]), which is favored by the formation of hydrogen bonds between the sugar groups of GM1 ([@bib64], [@bib65]).

Bending rigidity in the fluid phase {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------

Administration of GM1 has been found to be beneficial for Parkinson patients ([@bib9]), and the high fraction of GM1 in neurons has been correlated with their plasticity and axonal growth (see Ref. ([@bib4]) and references therein). We thus evaluated the effect of this molecule on the membrane bending rigidity, the physical property that defines how easy it is to deform the neuronal membrane. The GM1-concentration dependence of the bending rigidity at 40°C, where the vesicle membrane is in the fluid phase for all compositions examined here, is shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *A*. The data were obtained from fluctuation analysis (*solid squares*) performed on more than 15 GUVs per composition. The bending rigidities obtained by vesicle electrodeformation ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *A*, *stars*) were measured only for pure POPC and for higher fractions of GM1. Micropipette aspiration measurements were hindered by strong evaporation in the open chamber at this temperature and are not presented.

The bending rigidity of pure POPC membranes measured via fluctuation analysis was found to be *κ* = (10.0 ± 0.3) 10^−20^ J, which agrees well with values measured previously for this lipid (for an overview, see Ref. ([@bib26])). The presence of GM1 significantly softens the membrane. In the range between 2 and 7 mol % of GM1, the bending rigidity decreases almost linearly, whereas above 7 mol % it remains constant at (2.0 ± 0.4) 10^−20^ J. As evidenced by the small uncertainties of the data in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *A*, the accuracy of the fluctuation analysis increases for smaller values of the bending rigidity, because the fluctuation amplitudes increase and can be measured more accurately.

Sterically, the GM1 molecule takes effectively more space than POPC in the membrane. Thus, the decrease of the rigidity at higher fractions of GM1 can be explained by the increase in the mean area per lipid and thus a decrease of the mean chain density in the membrane. Based on theoretical considerations, attached or embedded molecules can also reduce the effective bending rigidity of the membrane ([@bib66]). Even at very low concentrations, inclusions can induce instabilities of the membrane curvature for both symmetric ([@bib67]) and asymmetric ([@bib68]) distributions across the membrane, which experimentally manifest as larger fluctuations and a decrease in the measured effective bending rigidity. Sugars are also known to reduce the membrane rigidity of model membranes ([@bib25], [@bib26]), so an influence of the sugar groups of GM1 could be expected as well. The observed softening of the membrane caused by GM1 may be easily envisioned to facilitate shape changes in neuronal membranes. In addition, domain formation driven by GM1 clustering presumably would be an important factor governing membrane morphology in general ([@bib69]).

Bending rigidity at room temperature {#sec3.4}
------------------------------------

We examined the effect of GM1 content on the bending rigidity at room temperature (22°C) as well. Because at high GM1 fractions the membrane exhibits coexistence of domains with very different rigidities, we will refer to the measured overall vesicle stiffness as the apparent bending rigidity. The influence of the glycolipid on the apparent bending rigidity of the POPC membrane at room temperature is shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *B*. Here, the method of micropipette aspiration was employed in addition to fluctuation analysis and electrodeformation. At GM1 fractions below 5 mol %, the membrane is in the fluid phase and the bending rigidity decreases with increasing GM1 content, as was found for measurements at high temperature (compare with data in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *A*). An increase in the GM1 fraction above 5 mol % leads to phase separation in the membrane (see [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *A*) and the appearance of gel-like domains. Here, the results from fluctuation analysis (*solid squares* in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *B*) indicate stiffening of the membrane with increasing GM1 fractions. The fluctuation spectra of the membranes with domains do not appear to be influenced significantly by the presence of domains (see example in [Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Presumably, the short duration of the measurements (40--60 s) does not allow the gel-like domain segments in the equatorial section to affect the spectra significantly. One might be tempted to interpret the increased bending rigidity as a consequence of the combined or averaged stiffness of the fluid and gel phases. However, this interpretation is futile. On the one hand, the bending rigidity of gel-phase membranes is orders of magnitude higher than that of fluid ones ([@bib70]). On the other hand, the influence of the boundaries between these two phases on the membrane fluctuations is not known.

For high fractions of GM1, the effective bending rigidity assessed by micropipette aspiration remains low, in contrast to the data obtained from fluctuation analysis and electrodeformation. Presumably, the aspiration method detects the bending rigidity of the fluid phase only because the sole contribution to the measured area change (which is needed to assess the bending rigidity) arises solely from smoothing of fluctuations of the fluid phase. The gel-like phase does not contribute, as it does not exhibit detectable fluctuations. In addition to this, the stiffer domains are not aspirated into the micropipette, as observed by fluorescence microscopy (data not shown). Indeed, the idea that the aspiration method assesses the bending rigidity of the fluid phase is further corroborated by the similarity in the trends of the aspiration-method data in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *B* and the data measured at 40°C in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *A*. Furthermore, in the high-GM1-fraction regime, the bending rigidity of the fluid phase should remain constant (as indicated by the *open circles* in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *B*) because in the phase-coexistence region, the composition of the fluid phase remains constant, as defined by the horizontal tie lines in the two-component mixtures.

Similarly to the results obtained via fluctuation analysis for high-GM1 fractions, the data acquired from electrodeformation of vesicles show bending rigidities larger than those deduced from micropipette aspiration. We speculate that the stiff gel-phase domains suppress the overall vesicle deformation, making the membrane appear more rigid.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

In this work, we performed systematic studies to assess the influence of GM1 on the phase behavior, charge, and elasticity of POPC membranes. Since GM1 carries a negative charge, we used electrophoretic measurements to confirm the membrane composition in the vesicles. The data suggest that both GM1 and POPC bear a constant electric charge independently of the membrane composition.

At room temperature, high fractions of GM1 were found to induce phase separation of the membrane. Fluorescence-microscopy observations showed the presence of GM1-rich, dendritic-shaped domains of a gel-like phase, which moved freely in the liquid POPC-rich phase. To our knowledge, this study is the first to show the presence of microscopic, GM1-rich, gel-like domains in this system. The fluorescence microscopy data were used to build a partial phase diagram of the system ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *A*). The fluorescent molecules GM1-Bodipy and CTB-Alexa, which are typically used as markers for GM1, were shown to incorrectly report the partitioning of the ganglioside between the domains. The dense populations of GM1 in the gel-like domains were found to limit the functionality of the ganglioside as a receptor for CTB.

We assessed the bending rigidity of GM1-doped membranes using three different methods: fluctuation analysis, electrodeformation, and micropipette aspiration. We proposed a simplified approach for conducting and analyzing the experimental data obtained with the method of vesicle electrodeformation (see Eq. 2). This approach offers experimentalists a relatively easy and undemanding solution for assessing the bending rigidity of membranes. Using fluctuation analysis, the influence of GM1 on the bending rigidity of the nonphase-separated bilayer was found to decrease with increasing GM1 content. The appearance of gel-like domains was seen as an apparent stiffening of the membrane, detected both by fluctuation spectroscopy and with the method of vesicle electrodeformation. Presumably, to study the applicability of these methods to vesicles with gel-like domains in greater detail, one would have to visualize these domains simultaneously at the equator during contour acquisition. Micropipette aspiration measurements on vesicles with gel-like domains appeared to detect the bending rigidity of the fluid phase only ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *B*).

An increasing number of studies are employing GM1-doped giant vesicles as a means of characterizing the phase state of the membrane and the performance of proteins that interact with it (see, e.g., Refs. ([@bib46], [@bib47], [@bib71], [@bib72], [@bib73], [@bib74])). Our studies exploring the low-concentration range of GM1 and, in particular, the finding that phase separation occurs at very small mole fractions of the ganglioside in the membrane, point to the importance of characterizing the effect of GM1 on the thermodynamic properties of the membrane before examining any interactions. The strong decrease of the membrane bending rigidity induced by small fractions of GM1 is also relevant to understanding the vesicle morphological changes observed in the above-cited studies. What remains largely unexplored is the effect of GM1 on membranes containing cholesterol. The results regarding the bilayer bending rigidity are also important for understanding the role of this ganglioside in the flexibility of neuronal membranes. Our data suggest that GM1 plays one more function in addition to the numerous tasks it has already been found to undertake ([@bib10]). Bilayer softening by GM1 strongly facilitates membrane deformations and may help to elucidate the mechanisms involved in neurite sprouting ([@bib13]) and neuronal growth and development ([@bib10], [@bib12]). The latter processes entail bending of the membrane into highly curved tubular structures, which would be energetically costly if the bending rigidity of the bilayer was high. The correlation between the high fraction of GM1 in neurons and their plasticity and axonal growth ([@bib4]) might well be related to the softening that this ganglioside confers to membranes. Local concentration differences in the distribution of GM1 along the membrane (that might also induce local stiffening if gel-like domains form) may efficiently modulate the membrane shape. In addition, being asymmetrically distributed across the membrane, the ganglioside may strongly affect the spontaneous curvature of neuronal membranes. In our current experimental efforts, we are attempting to address the contribution of such an asymmetry.
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![Influence of GM1 content on the electrophoretic mobility and *ζ* potential of 2 mM POPC LUVs in 1 mM HEPES at 40°C. The error bars indicate standard error. To see this figure in color, go online.](gr1){#fig1}

![Chemical structures of POPC, GM1, Bodipy-GM1, and palmitoyl ceramide.](gr2){#fig2}

![(*A*) Partial phase diagram of the POPC/GM1 system in 1 mM HEPES, deduced from fluorescence microscopy on GUVs. The solid triangle corresponds to available data for DSC measurements on pure POPC membranes. The error bars indicate the temperature ranges where different samples exhibit domain formation upon cooling. Errors in the GM1 fraction were not assessed, but desorption of the ganglioside, if present, will shift the binodal to the left. (*B* and *C*) GM1-rich gel-like domains (*dark*) at room temperature in a POPC-rich fluid environment (bright) visualized on GUVs containing (*B*) 8 mol % GM1 (imaged with epifluorescence) or (*C*) 10 mol % GM1 (whole-GUV three-dimensional reconstruction from confocal scans). The membrane was labeled with 0.1 mol % TR-DHPE.](gr3){#fig3}

![Domains visualized on two POPC vesicles doped with 8 mol % GM1 at 22°C. (*A--C*) In the upper row of images, the vesicle was labeled with TR-DHPE and Bodipy-GM1, and individual snapshots show the fluorescence in the respective channels and the overlay image. (*D--F*) In the lower row of images, the vesicle was labeled with TR-DHPE and exposed to CTB-Alexa added in the buffer. The individual snapshots show the fluorescence in the respective channels and the overlay image. The green arrowheads in (*F*) point to CTB-Alexa fluorescence detected in the interior of the gel-like domains. The images were obtained under the open pinhole of a confocal microscope.](gr4){#fig4}

![(*A* and *B*) Bending rigidity *κ* as a function of GM1 content, obtained by fluctuation analysis (*solid squares*; more than 15 vesicles per composition), electrodeformation (*stars*; 10 vesicles per composition), and micropipette aspiration (*open circles*; 5 vesicles per composition) at 40°C (*A*) and room temperature (*B*). The error bars represent the standard deviations. The data in (*B*) are rescaled by the bending rigidity of the pure POPC membrane measured at this temperature, $\kappa_{\text{POPC}} \cong$ 9.4 ± 1.5× 10^−20^ J. Note that the data in the two-phase region represent only the apparent bending rigidity, as the methods were not developed for vesicles with coexisting domains. The solid curves (sigmoidal fits) are guides for the eye. The dashed line in (*B*) tentatively illustrates the boundary between fluid phase and fluid-gel coexistence, as shown in the phase diagram in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}*A*. To see this figure in color, go online.](gr5){#fig5}
